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The magical places that were brought to life for the blockbuster Harry Potter films make up the backbone of J.K. Rowling's wizarding world.
This book grants a complete, unprecedented look at the process of adapting those locations for the films. Detailed profiles of each
environment pair never-before-seen concept art, behind-the-scenes photos and film stills with text highlighting filmmaking secrets from the
Warner Brothers archives.
If I Stay meets Your Name in Dustin Thao's You've Reached Sam, a heartfelt novel about love and loss and what it means to say goodbye.
How do you move forward when everything you love in on the line? Seventeen-year-old Julie has her future all planned out—move out of her
small town with her boyfriend Sam, attend college in the city, spend a summer in Japan. But then Sam dies. And everything changes.
Desperate to hear his voice one more time, Julie calls Sam’s cellphone just to listen to his voicemail. And Sam picks up the phone. What
would you do if you had a second chance at goodbye? Filled with a diverse cast of characters, the heartache of first love and loss, and the
kind of friends that can get you through anything, plus a touch of magic, You've Reached Sam will make an instant connection with anyone
looking for a big emotional romance of a read.
Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out what inspired the forthcoming film blockbuster Oz: The Great and Powerful
The publication of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, the seventh and final Harry Potter novel, is probably the most eagerly anticipated
event in the history of publishing. Even the smallest hints from author J. K. Rowling about what may happen to Harry and his friends have
been major news stories. In The End of Harry Potter?, David Langford—Potter fan and award-winning writer—delves into the many mysteries
which remain unsolved. Is Albus Dumbledore really dead? Whose side is Severus Snape really on? What are the remaining horcruxes, where
He Who Shall Not Be Named has stashed his soul? Does Harry bear a part of the Dark Lord's soul in his scar, and is this why he
understands Parseltongue? J. K. Rowling is the only person who knows the answers to these questions. But in this highly entertaining book,
Langford uses his deep knowledge of the six published Harry Potter novels to explore these and other mysteries, and to present a selection
of possible outcomes. Only the publication of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows will lay these questions to rest, but in the meantime, fans
of the series will find David Langford's book entertaining and thought-provoking, and a perfect way to refresh their memory of the first six
books in readiness for the last. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Discover the filmmaking secrets behind Fawkes the phoenix, the Whomping Willow, and so much more. Rediscover the creature
companions, magical plants, and shapeshifters of the Wizarding World with Harry Potter: Film Vault: Volume 5. Fans will be treated to an indepth look at the illustrations, paintings, and behind-the-scenes photography that helped develop everything from Harry’s owl, Hedwig, to
werewolves and Animagi. Harry Potter: Film Vault compiles the filmmaking secrets and visionary artistry behind the Harry Potter films into a
series of twelve deluxe collectible volumes. Intricately designed and packed with gorgeous concept art and unit photography from the Warner
Bros. archive, each volume in the series gives fans striking insights about bringing the Wizarding World to the big screen. Included in each
book is a collectible art print, making this series a must-have for all Harry Potter fans and collectors everywhere.
A colorfully illustrated in-depth analysis of the work of Terry Gilliam, chronicles his career from his days before joining Monty Python's Flying
Circus through his direction of such films as Brazil and the recent Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas.
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Artist's Editions present complete stories with each page scanned from the original art, capturing a rare viewing experience that most of us
would never have. Though appearing to be in black and white, each page is scanned in color to mimic as closely as possible the experience
of viewing the actual art; corrections, blue pencils, paste-overs--all the little nuances that make original art unique--are visible. Each page is
reproduced at actual size, and the paper selected is as close as possible to the original art board. Mike Mignola is one of the preeminent
comics creators of the past 25 years. His career was already firmly established for his outstanding work on Batman, Wolverine, a myriad of
beautiful covers, and more... And then came Hellboy. Mike's iconic creation struck a meteoric chord with fans from the very start and has not
abated in the 20 years since his debut. This Artist's Edition features the first five issues of Hellboy in Hell as well as a wealth of historic
supplementary material: the first three Hellboy stories--the two initial four-pagers, produced for promotional purposes, and the 10-page story
from John Byrne's Nextmen #21--plus The Corpse, and two other tales selected by Mignola for inclusion. All but three pages of Mike
Mignola's Hellboy Artist's Edition have been shot from the original art and showcase Mignola's gorgeous work as closely as possible to the
physical page--this is a book for fans of great storytelling and students of the craft. A new printing with a brand new cover exclusively for this
edition! Brought to you by the same team responsible for IDW Publishing's multi-Eisner Award-winng series of Artist's Editions.
Learn all about the most magical time of the year at Hogwarts Schools of Witchcraft and Wizardry—Christmas! The snowy Great Hall
festooned with Christmas trees, the elaborate Yule Ball, Mrs. Weasley’s holiday sweaters—Christmas at Hogwarts is filled with magic and
wonder. This book takes readers on a tour of Christmas in the Wizarding World, as seen in the Harry Potter films. With detailed profiles on
everything from Harry’s Invisibility Cloak—received as a gift during his first Hogwarts Christmas—to Hogsmeade, these pages includes
concept illustrations, behind-the-scenes photographs, and fascinating reflections from actors and filmmakers. This collectible volume also
comes filled with removable artifacts, such as posters, stickers, and other extraordinary items.

Discover the creatures of the wizarding world in stunning 3D scenes. Revisit the magic of Harry Potter through four intricate,
multilayer dioramas that capture beloved moments from the films. From Harry's pulse-pounding battle with the Hungarian Horntail
dragon to his encounter with Thestrals in the Forbidden Forest, each pop-up is laser die-cut for precision and gorgeously detailed.
Every scene is followed by essential information about the creatures and fun, behind-the-scenes facts from the films. Design to
thrill both seasoned Harry Potter fans and younger children, this volume is a treasured keepsake for the whole family.
New York Times bestselling Harry Potter Film Wizardry was the first book to delve into the fascinating and intriguing world of an
enormously successful film franchise. The book features interviews with cast members, including: Daniel Radcliffe (Harry Potter),
Emma Watson (Hermione Granger), Rupert Grint (Ron Weasley), and Alan Rickman (Severus Snape), as well as exclusive behindthe-scenes stories from the producer on all eight films, David Heyman, director David Yates, and production designer Stuart Craig.
In this new, updated edition, readers will now be able to explore all eight of the films. This revised edition will include additional
pages about the final two film installments and also feature a large blueprint of the layout of Hogwarts and a Ministry of Magic
poster warning against Death Eaters. The interior features high-quality, close-up pictures of the props, sets, costumes, and special
effects that bring depth to Harry's world. It is loaded with never-before-seen concept art and photos from Dumbledore's
embroidered robes to the sets of Diagon Alley. The book will answer questions such as: How was Dobby created? How was
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Hedwig trained? How did the filmmakers bring the game of Quidditch to the big screen? In short: How does the movie magic
happen? It will go beyond the usual moviemaking books by offering reproductions of production memos, notes from filmmakers,
cast interviews, and fabulous bells and whistles, providing a truly interactive reading experience.
The essential film companion for Newt Scamander! Relive the magic of Newt's world with this hardback guidebook featuring your
favourite scenes and quotes from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them.
'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.'
Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue from the
Dursleys by his friend Ron Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second
year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty corridors - and then the attacks start. Students are found as though turned
to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true. Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks
never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of
truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.
Keep the captivating graphic art of the Harry Potter films close at hand with this miniature art book. From the classic pages of the
Daily Prophet to the zany creations of Weasleys’ Wizards Wheezes, to the numerous textbooks, posters, and documents created
for Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, iconic pieces of graphic design filled the Harry Potter films. One of a new line of
palm-sized art books, this keepsake volume showcases the incredible graphic art of the Harry Potter films in a miniature format
that fans will cherish.
Discover the filmmaking secrets that brought Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry to life on-screen. From moving
staircases filled with talking portraits to secret rooms and chambers, Hogwarts castle is a place full of magic and mystery. In this
volume, fans will be treated to an in-depth look at the illustrations, paintings, and behind-the-scenes photography that helped
develop the iconic castle seen throughout the Harry Potter films. Harry Potter: Film Vault compiles the filmmaking secrets and
visionary artistry behind the Harry Potter films into a series of twelve deluxe collectible volumes. Intricately designed and packed
with gorgeous concept art and unit photography from the Warner Bros. archive, each volume in the series gives fans striking
insights about bringing the Wizarding World to the big screen. Included in each book is a collectible art print, making this series a
must-have for all Harry Potter fans and collectors everywhere.
Build your own Wizarding World with these paper models! Also included are a special keepsake book with background information
on the story and 22 trading cards packed with fascinating facts. Harry Potter Paper Models contains all the materials and
instructions needed to make 22 paper models of landmarks, buildings, and other places that appear in the Harry Potter Wizarding
World. Create detailed replicas of Hogwarts castle, Gringotts Wizarding Bank, and Hagrid’s hut, along with other locations from all
eight Harry Potter films. Then learn more about the franchise with the included special keepsake book full of background
information on the story and the 22 trading cards packed with fascinating facts. Harry Potter fans of all ages will get a kick out of
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bringing their favorite magical sites to life with paper!
In Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, the ferocious Monster Book of Monsters was required reading for students enrolled in
Rubeus Hagrid's Care of Magical Creatures course. The finely crafted collectible Harry Potter: The Monster Book of Monsters
Official Film Prop Replica makes the savage tome available to fans everywhere. This film replica comes packaged with a limited
edition of Harry Potter: The Creature Vault, which provides detailed profiles of each creature including rare concept illustrations,
behind-the-scenes photography, and filmmaking secrets from the Warner Bros. archive. In addition to a removable bestiary poster
and an interactive Eyelops Owl Emporium catalog, this special edition features a new poster showcasing concept art of the dragon
breeds featured in the films. A must-have package for true fans of the Harry Potter films, The Monster Book of Monsters Official
Film Prop Replica is both a stunning collectible and an immersive guide to the fauna of the wizarding world.
Harry Potter Page to Screen: Updated EditionThe Complete Filmmaking JourneyHarper Design
Discover the wands of your favorite Harry Potter characters. In the Harry Potter films, each wand is as unique as the witch or wizard who
wields it. From Hermione Granger’s elegant, vine-wrapped wand to the bone-inlaid wands of the Death Eaters, each was designed and
crafted by the filmmakers to reflect its owner’s identity. Harry Potter: The Wand Collection is a visual guide to these magical wands, their
makers, and the characters who mastered them. Profiles of each wand feature stunning new photography of the original props, wand
statistics, insights from the cast and crew, and other filmmaking secrets from the Warner Bros. archive. This collectible volume is an ideal
resource for both wand-wielding veteran fans seeking to learn the history behind these beloved items and a new generation just beginning
their journey into the wizarding world.
Immerse yourself in the world of the spectacular Harry Potter film series, and learn why Yule Ball ice sculptures never melt, where Galleons,
Sickles, and Knuts are really "minted," how to get a Hippogriff to work with actors, the inspiration behind Hogwarts castle, and why
Dementors move the way they do. Written and designed in collaboration with the case and crew that brought J. K. Rowling's celebrated
novels to the silver screen, Harry Potter: Film Wizardry delivers an enchanting interactive experience, transporting readers to the wizarding
world by sharing film-making secrets, unpublished photography and artwork, and exclusive stories from the stars. Full of removable facsimile
reproductions of props and paper the Harry Potter films and the talented group of Muggles that has made true movie magic.
Worthy of a vault at Gringotts, this amazing, limited-edition collection includes eight exquisitely crafted volumes shelved with a scale prop
replica of "The Monster Book of Monsters" and a gilded, oversized portfolio with five frame-able prints of concept art. Featuring never-beforepublished art and text chronicling the making of the Harry Potter films, the set is limited to just 3,000 copies worldwide. Seven of the volumes
were created expressly for this collection and delve into different aspects of the filmmaking, showing how the team designed locations,
graphics, costumes, creatures, and special effects. A book of the paintings of Hogwarts showcases the exquisite artistry of each. A keepsake
book filled with snapshots and personal photos looks at the lasting relationships between cast and crew. The eighth volume is a cloth-bound
edition of the New York Times Best-seller, Harry Potter: Page to Screen. All of these precious objects are housed in a collectible box that
looks like it came from Diagon Alley. Arriving at your doorstep with a numbered Certificate of Authenticity, this limited edition is the ultimate
collectible for any wizard or Muggle.
Harry Potter: Page to Screen opens the doors to Hogwarts castle and the wizarding world of Harry Potter to reveal the complete behind-thePage 4/8
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scenes secrets, techniques, and over-the-top artistry that brought J.K. Rowling’s acclaimed novels to cinematic life. Developed in
collaboration with the creative team behind the celebrated movie series, this deluxe, 500-plus page compendium features exclusive stories
from the cast and crew, hundreds of never-before-seen photographs and concept illustrations sourced from the closed film sets, and rare
memorabilia. As the definitive look at the magic that made cinematic history, Page to Screen is the ultimate collectible, perfect for Muggles
everywhere.
Discover the filmmaking secrets behind the magical creatures of the Forbidden Forest, the Black Lake, and beyond. From centaurs to
merpeople and horn-tailed dragons, magical creatures and terrifying beasts are key characters in the Harry Potter films. Harry Potter: Film
Vault: Volume 1: Forest, Lake, and Sky Creatures features illustrations and behind-the-scenes photography that give fans an in-depth look at
the development and creation of the magnificent creatures seen throughout the movies. The Film Vault compiles the filmmaking secrets and
visionary artistry behind the Harry Potter films into a series of twelve deluxe collectible volumes. Intricately designed and packed with
gorgeous concept art and unit photography from the Warner Bros. archive, each volume in the series gives fans striking insights about
bringing the Wizarding World to the big screen. Included in each book is a collectible art print, making this series a must-have for all Harry
Potter fans and collectors everywhere.
Harry Potter Coloring BookBy Scholastic
An insider’s look at the beloved house-elves of the Harry Potter films, complete with a do-it-yourself 3D wood model of Dobby! Loyal and
devoted to the wizards and witches they serve, house-elves are some of the most beloved magical beings of the wizarding world. With a
special focus on Harry Potter’s friend Dobby, this 32-page booklet provides a thrilling behind-the-scenes look at how house-elves were
brought to life for the Harry Potter films, from early designs to filmmaking secrets. Build your own Dobby with the included do-it-yourself wood
model and embark on a unique and interactive journey through the world of Harry Potter. Skill Level: Easy

Young wizard-in-training Harry Potter prepares for a competition between Hogwarts School of Magic and two rival schools,
develops a crush on Cho Chang, and wishes above all to be a normal fourteen-year-old.
For keyboarding skills students need tomorrow, this is the book they need today. 40 lessons introduce new key learning and
technique mastery, and 40 additional lessons emphasize word processing and business-document formatting including MLA-style
reports, personal business letters, flyers, and newsletters. Timed writings and a variety of interesting activities help with basic
keyboarding skills as well as strengthen oral and written communication, word-processing and Internet skills. Includes the latest in
teacher support material with a top-spiral Teacher's Edition that provides tips, notes, and classroom suggestions, and an
Instructor's Resource CD that includes articles about teaching keyboarding, methodology, student data files, lesson plans, and
document solutions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The official playscript of the original West End production of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child. It was always difficult being Harry
Potter and it isn't much easier now that he is an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband, and father of three
school-age children. While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay where it belongs, his youngest son Albus must struggle
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with the weight of a family legacy he never wanted. As past and present fuse ominously, both father and son learn the
uncomfortable truth: sometimes, darkness comes from unexpected places. The playscript for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
was originally released as a 'special rehearsal edition' alongside the opening of Jack Thorne's play in London's West End in
summer 2016. Based on an original story by J.K. Rowling, John Tiffany and Jack Thorne, the play opened to rapturous reviews
from theatregoers and critics alike, while the official playscript became an immediate global bestseller. This revised paperback
edition updates the 'special rehearsal edition' with the conclusive and final dialogue from the play, which has subtly changed since
its rehearsals, as well as a conversation piece between director John Tiffany and writer Jack Thorne, who share stories and
insights about reading playscripts. This edition also includes useful background information including the Potter family tree and a
timeline of events from the wizarding world prior to the beginning of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.
Harry Potter Page to Screen: Revised and Expanded now has more pages devoted to the legacy of the Harry Potter films. In
addition to the complete history of all eight Harry Potter films, the book now explores the theme parks in Florida, California and
Japan, the sets and props in Leavesden, England and the House of MinaLima, founded by the graphic designers on all of the
films, and located in London. With 1200 photographs, sketches, and diagrams, the book provides unbridled access to every aspect
of the film-making process. It tells the stories behind each individual film and covers the design and technology behind all the
astounding effects. This book pays homage to how one film became eight, how a few months became a decade, and how one
author’s fantasy became the project of many individuals’ lifetimes-told by the people who were there, the people who made the
magic real. Harry Potter Page to Screen: Revised and Expanded will start from the very beginning, describing how the book was
optioned, the casting of Harry, Ron and Hermione, and the assembling of a creative team with the vision to tackle a world we had
previously seen only in our imaginations. Interviews, quotes, and stories from the directors, producers, screenwriters, and actors
discuss the making of all eight films at length, including the last film, film number 8, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Part 2.
Daniel Radcliffe and his personal narrative from set to set is used as the life line that connects all aspects of this memoir, giving
structure to the many voices of the Harry Potter family who orate this tale. All of the movies were filmed at the Leavesden Studio in
Hertfordshire, England and these pages describe how the Leavesden family dealt with numerous cast, crew, and production
dramas, replacements, technical difficulties and countless narrative and visual decisions. This book will touch on subjects such as
J.K. Rowling’s private comments to her young cast, the impact of Richard Harris’ (the original Dumbledore) death on the cast and
crew, the effects of 9/11 on the Leavesden family (during the filming of Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets), the reality of
"growing up Potter" for the young starlets who experienced their adolescence on a hugely public stage, and reflections from the
cast and crew on the end of the film series. In addition to stories on and off set, Harry Potter Page to Screen: Revised and
Expanded pays tribute to the stunning physical, visual and technological genius that went into making an unbelievable story
believable, showcasing more than a decade’s worth of art and special effects, including never-before-seen photos of the
costumes, sets, props, and creatures, as well as early concept art, drawings and designs. The book is fully supported by Warner
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Bros. and is being put together with the same group as Harry Potter Film Wizardry: The Updated Edition. While Film Wizardry
provided a whimsical and informative scrapbook for Harry Potter fans and was published prior to the release of the last film, this
mammoth book gives readers a more complete account of the entire film-making process, designed in a more classical,
sophisticated package. Harry Potter Page to Screen: Revised and Expanded is a publishing event. This book is the Bible for
everything Potter and will stand as the most complete and final visual history of the Harry Potter movie story ever to be published.
Harry Potter: The Film Vault compiles the filmmaking secrets and visionary artistry behind the Harry Potter films into a series of
twelve deluxe collectible volumes. Each intricately designed book features gorgeous concept art and unit photography from the
Warner Bros. archive paired with striking insights about bringing JK Rowling's Wizarding World to the big screen. In addition, a
collectible poster accompanies each volume.
Bob McCabe offers an in-depth look at the craftsmanship, artistry, technology, and more than ten-year journey that took the
world's bestselling fiction from page to screen. From elaborate sets and luxurious costumes to advanced special effects and film
making techniques, this title chronicles all eight Harry Potter films.
An emotional memoir from Hall of Fame, Super Bowl winning former head coach of the Pittsburgh Steelers and current CBS
analyst, Bill Cowher.
Discover the filmmaking secrets behind the many celebrations, foods, and publications of the Wizarding World. Celebratory
gatherings, delicious meals, and books and news¬papers are key elements of the Harry Potter films. Packed with concept art and
unit photography and featuring striking insights from the filmmakers, this volume gives readers an inside look at many of the props
and costumes that help make the Wizarding World feel so richly imagined, from the decor featured at the Yule Ball and Weasley
wedding to Hogwarts textbooks. Harry Potter: Film Vault compiles the filmmaking secrets and visionary artistry behind the Harry
Potter films into a series of twelve deluxe collectible volumes. Intricately designed and packed with concept art and unit
photography from the Warner Bros. archive, each volume in the series gives fans striking insights about bringing the Wizarding
World to the big screen. Included in each book is a collectible art print, making this series a must-have for all Harry Potter fans and
collectors everywhere.
Explore the iconic locations of Hogwarts as seen in the Harry Potter films with this large-scale interactive book, Harry Potter:
Exploring Hogwarts. Harry Potter: Exploring Hogwarts pairs striking full-color illustrations of Hogwarts with interactive elements
that reveal key movie scenes, concept art, and behind-the-scenes info on the most memorable locations within Hogwarts School
of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Go behind-the-scenes with iconic landmarks like the Forbidden Forest, the Great Hall, and Quidditch
Pitch, and discover secret rooms and mysteries hidden beyond the school’s surface. The first in a series of large-scale interactive
books that explore the iconic locations from the films of the Wizarding World, Harry Potter: Exploring Hogwarts is the perfect book
for readers of all ages to connect with and rediscover the magic of Hogwarts.
A comprehensive, full-color compendium of the key characters in all eight of the Harry Potter films, filled with never-before-seen
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photographs and illustrations, covering the costumes, makeup, weaponry, and behind-the-scenes story that brought each
personality memorably to life on the big screen. Harry Potter: The Character Vault offers fans a deeper look at the creative
development of the characters introduced in the books and brought to life in the theatrical series. Jody Revenson brings you closer
to Harry, Ron, Hermione, and the students and faculty at Hogwarts, the bureaucrats at the Ministry of Magic, the Triwizard
Tournament competitors, the wizarding world families, and the dark forces against them. Each profile in the book includes design
sketches and unit photography showcasing the costumes of each character, along with an image of his or her wand, and other
iconic props specific to the characters—brooms, Harry’s invisibility cloak, Mad-Eye Moody’s eye and prosthetic leg, and more.
Discover how Quidditch gear and Hogwarts’ robes subtly changed as the characters grew up, discover the fashion and artistry
behind the Weasley style, the Yule Ball dresses and robes, Slug Club party wear, and Death Eater masks and costumes.
Interweaving interviews with the special effects experts, costume designers, makeup artists and the cast, Jody Revenson shows
fans how the magic happens, revealing the unique filming techniques used to change particular characters’ sizes, such as a giant
Hagrid and Madame Maxime, as well as special makeup processes that created the look of Harry’s Stinging Hex and Peter
Pettigrew’s rat-like visage. Featured throughout are intriguing profiles of the special makeup effects artists who share the most
memorable effects they’ve used to transform ordinary actors into their extraordinary fictional counterparts. Harry Potter: The
Character Vault is your exclusive all-access pass into the creative process of the largest film franchise of all time, and comes
complete with two exclusive removable features.
Over 25 official crafting activities inspired by the Harry Potter films. Filled with imaginative projects, this official book of craft
activities channels the magic of the Wizarding World into your home. Featuring over 25 crafts covering a range of skill levels,
Crafting Wizardry includes clear, step-by-step, illustrated instructions so that the whole family can share in the magic. Inside you’ll
learn how to craft your very own wand, decorate your home to showcase your Hogwarts house pride, create your own pop-ups,
and so much more. Sprinkled with fun facts and behind-the-scenes insights, this book also features film stills, original concept art,
and blueprints from the making of the Harry Potter films to take you deeper into the Wizarding World and further inspire your
creativity. So get ready, it’s time for some crafting wizardry!
Explore Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry with this collectible tiny art book featuring facts and art from the Harry Potter
films. Go behind the scenes of the beloved Harry Potter films and discover all things Hogwarts! Meet students and teachers,
explore the castle and grounds, and learn everything there is to know about the famous school of magic and its history on-screen.
One of a new line of collectible pocket-size art books on the Harry Potter films, this book about Hogwarts features exciting artwork
and behind-the-scenes facts in a fun, readable miniature size. Fans can choose their favorites or collect them all!
"This book presents a visual chronicle of the work by the artists and filmmakers of all eight Harry Potter films who made the magic
real."--Front jacket flap.
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